## Members

### Executive Sponsor
Peter Renner, DAS

### Project Owner/Lead
Debora Branham, DAS

### Project Managers
- Ray Justice, DAS
- Jeff Hazelton, DAS

### Community Members
- Helena Carter, AGE
- Megan Lentz, AGE
- Stan Crockett, AGR
- Caroline Anderson, ADJ
- Bob Greene, DAS
- Kim Tyler, DMR
- Brandy Lipscomb, DNR
- Aimee Cavazos, DNR
- Christine Smith, DNR
- Ryan Cairney, DOH
- Dulce Lobato, DOH
- Shayna Schleich, DOT
- Krysten Mcelfresh, DPS
- Jennifer Johnson, DPS
- Cathy Simerl, DRC
- Katrett Huckleby, DRC
- Kim Alexander, DRC
- Carmen Kimbro, DRC
- Rob Breeckner, DVS
- Marlea Baker, DYS
- Suzette Huston, JFS
- Stephanie Herriott, LIB
- Shanicka Hardaway, LOT
- Cindi Demyan, MCD
- Cassandra Allen-Houpe, OBM
- Antoinette Johnson, OIC
- Tamra Luft-Meister, PUB
- Sandra Grady, RSC
- Elizabeth Alguire, RSC
- Rachel Hardesty, TAX

### Agenda Highlights

- **Welcome & Introductions**
- **PM&D Cycle Timing**
  - Fiscal Year 2020 & 2021
  - October
- **Competency News & Updates**
  - Embracing Diversity & Inclusion
  - Competency Assessments
- **HCM 9.2 Upgrade**
- **Next Steps - Future Plans**
  - PM&D Workshop Series Upcoming Dates